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Introduction
Today we have no general purpose planners. Instead, we custom design a planner for a particular robot operating in a particular environment. The reason that we do this, of come, is that it would be far too complicated to write a planner that took into account all the assumptions we make about a robot and its world, such as compliance in the links of a robot; friction and backlash in its actuators; quasi-static assumptions; and inaccuracies in world models and sensors.
Consequently, our planner does not fully know the capabilities or the limitations of o w robot. Our planner may then formulate a plan which fails to complete the task, or our planner may declare that our robot cannot perform a task which it in fact can.
Just as there is Computability Theory for Computer Science, there should be a Performability Theory for Robotics. A key question of Performabilityl would be, "For a given robot and a given task, can the robot successfully complete (perform) this task?" A fully developed Performability Theory should be able to
answer questions about what classes of tasks a robot can or cannot perform.
One approach to a Theory of Performability is to examine the task mechanics of the robot and its world. However, as noted above, this can become quite complicated. In order to find a domain with simpler task mechanics, I have explored the Inverse Sliding Problem.
The Inverse Sliding Problem deals with a planar world in which objects can translate and rotate in the plane but are subject to the f o m of Coulomb friction. Suppose an object with known frictional properties is given some initial velocity and moment. Acted upon only by the foxes of friction, it slides until it comes to rest. Given the initial conditions, it is fairly straightforward to integrate the equations of motion forward in time to determine where the object will stop; the Inverse Sliding Problem is to determine the initial translational and rotational velwities required for an object to slide from its initial configuration to a given final configuration. In such a simplified yet still physically realistic world, we can better examine the issues and results of Performability.
In section 2, I will discuss some motivations for a theory of Performability and the notion of using the Inverse Sliding Problem as the basis for a world in which to explore Performability. I will describe related work in d o n 3.
W o n 4 will pment the Inverse Sliding Problem and outline the portions which I have solved. Sections 5 and 6 give the details of these solutions.
The World of Performability
We would like to know whether a robot is capable of performing a task and how easily it can perform that task. There may be certain featum of a robot that enable it to perform a task or to perform a task more reliably. Currently this knowledge is empiridy derived. Definitively knowing what these featules are would help shape the design of future robots.
Many of the assumptions we make in formulating a planner ~~t t made on an ad hoc basis. We may make a round robot s q w m , make quasi-static assumptions, or presume that the links of a robot are rigid. When we push the l i m i t s of our robots, we often see these assumptiom break down. When we ask what the capabilities of a robot a~ and how easily it can perform a task, we must look at both the robot and the task mechanics. For example, suppose a robot does not have precise control over the direction its velocity. There is a velocity cone that describes the set of velocities the robot may take. For a given robot, the size of its velocity m e may preclude the possibility of doing certain tasks, particularly tasks involving intricate maneuvering. For two different robots with two d i f f m t velocity cones, the one with better control over its velocity (a narrower velocity cone) will be able to formulate simpler plans to accomplish a task and complete the task more reliably.
When we ask what assumptions are permissible in formulating a planner, we must also look at both the robot and the task.
For example, suppose a mbot is asked to manipulate an object. A mbot which knows the stable grasping region for its gripper knows it can tolerate inaccuraaes in sensing and positioning, so long as the object will still be in the stable grasping region. Under these drcumstances, we may assume that the robot has perfect sensing and perfect actuation Once we have some experience with performability in a physically real albeit simple world, then perhaps we can find ways to draw general conclusions about more complicated d o t s and tasks without working through detailed task mechanics each time.
Related Work
It is difficult to trace the development of ideas that relate to Performability because such notions are often mentioned only in passing in conjunction with results in robot motion planning. 'Ihe following summary will certainly not be as extensive or as far reaching as it should be. As far as potential applications of the Inverse Sliding Problem, see [6] . In this paper, Higuchi presents work using an electromagnetic coil to deliver an impulse to an object in order to do linear micropositioning. This technique could presumably be extended to do micropositioning in position and orientation. A rigid planar object of hown geometq support distribution, and frictional properties slides on a uniform surface, slowing down and coming to rest only due to Coulomb friction. Given an initial configuration (position and orientation) of the object, the problem is to determine the initial translatiord and angular velocities required in order for it to come to rest at a desired final configuration.
When the object is r o t a t i~~l l y symmetric-its pmssm distribution, and friction properties are invariant with respect to rotation-thm are several simplifications that canbe made. I willlookat this dass of objects in section 5 and return to the general problem in section 6.
Rotationally Symmetric Objects
Rotationally symmetric objeds, such as a ring or a disk, have the special properties:
Figure 1: Rotationally Symmetric Case Notatiox The global coordinate frame 0, is positioned at the center of mass (COM) of the object in the initial configuration Its z axis points at the COM of the object in the final configuration. The body frame OS is attached to the object so that it coinades with the global frame in the initial configuration. The final frame 0, is placed so that it coincides with the body frame in the final confipration. The configuration of the object is given by its position along the z axis and its orientation, 8, with respect to the global frame. The final configuration is specified by its position d and orientation a with ~s p e c t to the global frame.
The net force due to friction is independent of orientation.
The net force due to friction is always parallel to the translational velocity.
Though the second property above may seem obvious, it is only true for rotationally symmetric objects.
Non-rotationally symmetric objects will generally have somenet frictional force acting perpendicular to the velocity.
Notation
Given an initial and final configuration, place the globalcoordinate frame 0, so that its origin is at the center of mass (COM) of the object in the initial configuration, and so that its z axis lies along the line connecting the COM in the initial configuration to the COM in the final configuration.
AttachthebodyframeUa totheobjectso thatit coinadeswiththeglobalframeUg intheinitialconfiguration. Place the final coordinate frame 0, so that it coinades with the body frame when the object is in the final configuration. See figure 1.
If the object has an initial velocity along the z axis of O,, then the force due to friction will be parallel to this veloaty, so the COM of the object will travel along the z axis in a straight line. Therefore, the state of the object can be represented by the z coordinate of the COM of the object in the global frame, 0, the orientation of the object with respect to the global frame, and theii derivatives, w = Z and w = 0 .
The final conhguration can be q m n t e d as translation of d along the z axis and an orientation of a with respect to the global frame.
The object is of mass M , and has a moment of inertia I about the COM S i c e the object is rotationally symmetric, the coefficient of friction p( lFl) is a function of only the magnitude of F, where i is a vector in the body frame.
S.2. Preliminaries
The net velocity of a point Fon the object is given by:
n7e direction of this veloatv is:
Note that the direction of the net velocity is dependent upon only the the ratio of angular velocity to translational velocity, : , and the vector F.
The force due to friction at this point (adopting the convention that -d? is the force that acts on this point) is:
Since the net force will lie along the z axis, we can write:
The net torque is given by:
Equations of Motion
The equations of motion that govern this system are:
Monotonicity of Force and Torque
As noted in subsection 5 5 (net) force and torque are fundions of only E. As shown in [SI, as a function of : , force is strictly monotonic decreasing, and torque is strictly monotonic increasing. See figure 2 for an example.
Intuitively, we can see this from the following argument. The magnitude of the f r i c t i~~l force at any given point is fixed. Its diredion is determined by the ratio E. When w = 0 (E = 0), a l l the frictional forces oppose translation, so there will be maximum f o m and zero torque. As w increases, the frictional forces w i l l increasingly oppose the rotational motion. 'Ibis results in increased toque and deavased force. Thus, force is strictly monotonic deaeasing; toque, strictly monotonic increasing. Note that F is strictly monotonic h a s i n g ; T is strictly monotonic increasing.
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More Notation
We now turn OUT attention to the total distance and angle the object traverses as it translates and rotates, slowing down due to friction. L e t the total distance and angle traveled by the object be denoted by zf and Of, which will be functions of the initial hnslational and angular velocities, uo and wg. Mathematidl5 this is:
where u ( t ) and w i t ) are solutions to the equations of motion, subject to the i n i t i a l conditions:
and where If is defined as the time such that: These two level curves must CMSS somewhee in the region below the line wo = WO. and to the left of the line ~0 = ~0~. The coordinates of this intersection point are the d e w initial conditions to achieve a displacementof danda mtationofo. Seefigure4. Notethatifwe~tryingtoa~vesomefinalorientation a,thereareaninfinitenumberofsolutions,correspondingtoB~(u~,w~) = o + 2 m f o r a n y n E 2.
We can find the coordinates of this intersection point to any accuracy by employing a variation on bisection.
For any point, we can do forward integration of the equations of motion. Comparing z, with d and 0, with ( I tells us which side of the level curyes this point is on. We h o w that the intersection point must lie in the rectangle defined by the wo and wo axes and the lineswo = wo, and wo = We can subdivide this rectangle into four smaller rectangles, do forward integration at each of the vertices, and eliminate rectangles from consideration based on whether or how the level cunreg enter and leave each rectangle. In this manner, we can zero in on the coordinates of the intersection point. See figure 5. Figure 5 Determining the Initial Conditions: We can find the coordinates of the intersection point of the two level curves by employing a variation on bisection. We know the intersection point must lie in the rectangle below the line YO = WO. and to the left of the l i n e ~0 = vor. We can subdivide this rectangle into 4 smaller rectangles and do forward integration for the initial conditions comspondjng to the vertices of these rectangles. This will tell us whether the vertex is above or below each of the level w e s , allowing us to eliminate certain redangles from consideration and zero in on the coordinates of the intersection point.
We can also conclude that all configurations am leachable, so long as the initial velocity and moment can be provided. For any given d and (I, we can find level curves of sf and Of, and these level curves are guaranteed to intersect.
We can consider this our first result of Performability: a robot in this world which has perfect sensing and is able to deliver any velocity and moment can position a rotationally symmetric object at any configuration in the plane.
Non-Rotationally Symmetric Objects
The case of non-mtationally symmetric objects is much more complicated because:
The net fome and toque due to friction is now dependent on orientation There will generally be a component of the net friclion perpendicular to the velocity.
For these reasons, the COM of the object will not move in a straight line, so 6 state variables are required instead of the 4 used for rotationally symmetric objects. I have not yet been able to formulate a solution for non-rotationally symmetric objects; in the following sections, I will present the progress I have made to date.
Notation & Preliminaries
The notation used for the rum-rotationally symmetric case is the same as in the rotationally symmetric case except that the quantities Z, 17, and Hare now vectors. See figure 6 . n e coeffiaent of friction, p(F), is no longer restrained to be a function of 1 7 1 . Also, we will have to be mom carehl about transforming vectors from one coordinate frame to another. 'Ihe net velocity of a point ?on the object is given by:
where C8 is the velocity of the object in the body frame 86.
The direction of this velocity is:
The direction of the net velocity is now dependent upon the direction of the translational velocity 86, and the ratio of angular velocity to the magnitude of the translational velocity G.
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The forre due to fridion at this point is:
The total force and toque due to friction are then given by:
However, since the integration is done in the body frame, the net force is also in the bcdy frame. Thus, we must rotate $8 by -0 in order to use it in the global frame. Since Cs is a function of B and 8, we can Unfortunately, the net foxe and torque do not have the same monotoniatyproperties as i n the rotationally
As an example of a non-rotationally symmetric object, I have been looking at the '2D barbell', two point masses connected by a rigid, massless, frictionless rod. The force and torque functions for this object in body coordinates appear i n figure 7. It is not clear whether the force and torque functions i n global coordinates have any useful monotonicity properties. symmetric case.
More Notation
We can define the functions FJ and Of, analogous to their namesakes in the mtationally symmetric case.
where C(t) andw(t) are solutions to theequations of motion, subject tothe initialconditions:
and where t~ is defined as the time such that: -
However, it is difficult to draw conclusions about level curves of Z, and 0 f because they are now functions of thme variables and because the force and toque functions do not seem to have analogous monotonicity properties.
Discussion
For rotationally symmetric objects, the momtonicity of zf and EJ can be explained somewhat intuitively.
If the object has a higher initial translational velocity, it will slide further, (and it will also spin more). If the object has a higher initial rotational velocity, it will spin more, (and it will also slide further). These relationshipare aguideline toadjustingtheinitialvelocities toachievethedesiFed translationandrotation.
Analogous relationships for the case of non-mtationally symmetric objects are desirable, but there is an additional compliation that there is a third variable: the direction of the initial velocity. Currently, it is unclear how changing the direction of the initial velocity affects Zf and EJ.
In analysis of the 2D barbell, the direction of GO would also be very small, so linearization techniques may be su.ccesdd. The Inverse Sliding Problem has many advantages as a simpli6ed world in which to study Performability The action in this world is quite simple, does not involve grasping kinemati-or dynamics, and isolates actuator dynamics from planning. On the other hand, though the taskmechanics am relatively simple, they do not have an analytic form, and sensitivity analysis will still be difficult.
'Ihem are many other related issues that should also be consided in the context of this work. It is not clear how manipulation strategies (such as in the tray-tilling of [Z] ) generally interact with the task mechanics with regard to Performability. Although a robot may not be capable of directly performing a task, it might accomplish this task through clever use of manipulation strategies or convergence properties of the task mechanics.
In [3], Goldberg raises some issues relating to recursively enumerable sets, computability, and Church's Thesis;itmaybethecasethattherearelimitati~onPerfonnabilityresultsbecauseof computabilityissues.
Furthermore, it is possible that before a full Performability Theory on be developed, it will be necessary to have a language to describe arbitrary tasks. However, it is not clear whether such a language can possibly exist.
Despite these difficulties, I believe there is potential fordevelopig a general Performability Theory, though it will take some time before conclusions in simplilid worlds can be generalized to more complex ones.
The increasing interest in the issues such as robot algorithms, planner completeness, and perfombility will hopefully lay the foundations for a science of robotics.
